For some decades now, an increasing number of art collections have been acquiring analogue videotapes. The new publication, a *Compendium of Image Errors in Analogue Video*, provides conservators, curators and other caretakers with practical advice on viewing, cataloguing and assessing the condition of the analogue videotapes in their art collections. The Compendium is the second volume in the *KUNSTmaterial* series published by the Swiss Institute for Art Research (SIK-ISEA).

Over the last few decades, videotapes have become an integral part of many art collections, used as information carriers for both single-channel works and complex video installations. To this day, video as a medium continues to present major challenges to the art historians, curators, conservators and registrars responsible for these art collections, who are often at a loss when confronted by the need to identify and then assess the condition of videocassettes and tapes in a wide variety of different formats. And yet, when planning to digitise analogue video material, it is vitally important to assess the precise nature of any image errors, because these analogue defects can often be removed or minimised before they are irreversibly merged with the actual image content during the digitisation process.

The dual-language Compendium (both book and accompanying DVD are presented in German and English) is intended to act as a guide for collection caretakers who wish to view and catalogue their analogue videotapes and assess their condition. Its central chapter categorises and describes 28 image errors commonly encountered in analogue video, caused by tape error, device error, operator error or production error. Further chapters discuss the principles of video technology and the artistic use of analogue image errors. A glossary explains the technical terms used in the book.

The Compendium is the second volume in the *KUNSTmaterial* series launched by the Swiss Institute for Art Research (SIK-ISEA). It was devised and produced as part of the “AktiveArchive” research project, which was financed by the Swiss Federal Office of Culture (FOC) and took the form of a partnership between SIK-ISEA and Bern University of Arts BUA.
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